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Key:             

 Existing trees and landscaping

 Proposed trees and landscaping

Proposed log piles formed ideally from salvaged

wood from trimmed trees. Logs are simply part

buried  with bark attached, located in areas of

partial shade and least disturbance.

A buffer zone should be formed around the pile

so the soil and vegetation are protected with the

surrounding vegetation not cut ideally between

May-September.

LOG PYRAMID/PILES (Loggery) (8No)

Proposed 4 No 2F Schwegler tree mounted bat 

wood and concrete boxes. General purpose model

proven to be particularly successful for the Common

Long-eared Bat (Plecotus auritus). Ideal starter box 

to see if there are bats in the area as it will be readily

accepted as a resting place.The spherical interior of

the roof area provides an ideal roost for bats.

If the box is not occupied after a number of years 

it is easily converted to a 2M Bird Box by simply

changing the front panel.

The front panel can be removed for inspection and

cleaning purposes. Box supplied with mounting

strap and aluminium nails.

Proposed Hibernacula on impermeable ground.

Formation of an 'above-ground' mounded

design utilised in order to prevent the 

hibernaculum from flooding. Essentially the 

mound is constructed from piled up rocks, logs,

dead wood and suitable rubble.

Soil can be loosely filled between layers and  a

geotextile membrane over beneath a capping 

layer of topsoil, turf or moss.
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 Proposed linear run of native hedgerow
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